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Pillar One and Two – G7, G20, and OECD inclusive framework
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G7 G20

Inclusive framework

• G7 political agreement

– 5 June 2021

• G20 endorsement

– October 2021

• OECD inclusive
framework statement  

– 8 October 2021

• Agreed by 136 countries
including: G7, G20, Switzerland, 
Bermuda, Channel Islands, 
Singapore, UAE, Hong Kong, Ireland, 
Hungary, Estonia

• Four OECD inclusive framework 
countries not yet signed up

– Kenya

– Nigeria

– Sri Lanka

– Pakistan

Pillar Two

• Global minimum tax at least 15%

• Country by country basis

• Subject to tax rule 9%

Pillar One

• Allocation to markets for largest and  
most profitable businesses − 25% 
profit above 10% margin

• Removal of Digital Services Taxes,
other relevant similar measures
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Key elements

Pillar One
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New taxing right

– A share of residual profit allocated to market countries using a formulaic 
approach

Fixed "baseline" return

– For marketing and distribution functions based on the arm’s length
principle

Tax certainty

– Through effective dispute prevention and resolution mechanisms

Amount

A

Amount

B

Tax  
certainty

Largest  

and most  

profitable  

businesses

All  

businesses

All  

businesses
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Key elements

Pillar Two – global minimum tax
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All rules operate as a "top up" to a minimum rate

Switch-over rule

Treaty-based rule for a parent country to top up tax on income of
overseas permanent establishments

Branches

Subject to tax rule (STTR)

– Source country taxation of specific types of intra-group payments

– Gross level taxation (not a tax on net profits)

Priority  

rule
Threshold?

9% rate

Group revenues

of €750 million+

Undertaxed payments rule (UTPR)

(backstop)

Main rule

Backstop  
rule

Group revenues 

of €750 

million+15%

Income inclusion rule (IIR)

– Large multinational groups pay a minimum level of tax in each country in which they operate

– Includes the switch-over rule to bring overseas permanent establishments within scope of IIR
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